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About This Game

Welcome to a unique trading card game that blends rich lore and artwork with innovative gameplay mechanics that are both
simple to learn, and hard to master. Play with fully animated cards in 3D battlefields, and assemble decks from over 800 cards
and 8 stylized factions. Choose any factions you like, in combinations or in full purity, and customize your strategy to your play

style. Explore the strategic depth of simultaneous-turn gameplay in a number of PvP game modes and an expansive PvE
campaign system. With unlimited card trading and rich reward systems, Infinity Wars Reborn is a genuinely free-to-play trading

card game.
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Features

 Unrivaled Strategic Depth - Outmaneuver your opponents with defensive and offensive posturing. With the
simultaneous-turn mechanic, foresight and cunning will prove the difference between victory and defeat.

 Fully Animated Artwork - Breath life into your trading card experience with 3D battlefields and over 800 beautifully
animated cards.

 Genuine Free-To-Play - Acquire all cards in the Infinity Wars Universe without ever needing to put money down.
Earn cards simply by logging-in!

 Rich PvP Game Modes - Craft your deck and take to the battlefield in ranked and casual play; draft decks and join
Rift Runs to score epics rewards; battle opponents with curated decks to explore new cards and ensure a level playing
field for newer PvP players.

 Robust PvE Campaign - Delve into the Infinity Wars lore with a 21-mission campaign spanning multiple factions and
worlds.

 Unlimited Card Trading - Build your decks with precision and engage the community with an unlimited card trading
system.
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infinity wars animated trading card game gameplay. системные требования infinity wars animated trading card game. infinity
wars animated trading card game steam charts. infinity wars animated trading card game обзор. infinity wars animated trading
card game

fabulous tiny game
a little "grindy" and probably lacks more complex and somewhat more inspiring tech tree
but still close-to-perfect space station sim. Este juego es un caramelito que hay que degustar poco a poco, saborearlo plenamente
y disfrutarlo al máximo. Es entretenido como pocos, tiene una dificultad muy llevadera y una música digna de un gran caballero.

Uno de mis favoritos sin duda alguna.. Works as advertised, successfully updated in my case the 19 drivers it found were out of
date.
noticeable difference in gameplay with BF4, The forest and H1Z1.. It plays and feels more like a mobile game. The character
animations are stiff and controls are a little bit clunky. But I could live with all that if there weren't for the game breaking bugs.
Sometimes the game would simply get stuck on loading screen, or it would stop scrolling to the right even though all the enemies
are dead and new ones are not coming. If you want a good action beat 'em up, play Castle Crashers instead.. Nice game,i can t
pass the lvl81 but i m still trying, if u want a short game , this is what are u searching for, it has 100 lvls. crashes on options
screen.. Atmosphere-wise this game is awesome and the spell system really works. I would have recommended the game if it
wasn't for a couple of things which made me stop playing the game:
- You have to complete a level, otherwise on the next login you will have to fight all of the monsters again
- Too few save points
- Monsters are FAST! They're usually on top of you within a second of you actually spotting them. You're meant to 'run away'
but in reality I found I just ended up wildly teleporting, losing track of where I was and where the enemy might be. The combat
*could* be so much more enjoyable if you simply had more time to prepare. I tried playing in Story mode and 'low terror' mode
but neither of those options prevented from being jumped. Such a shame because I would have loved to have finished the story.
 Kudos though for the amazing spell casting system. It always worked for me and felt very natural.. +halloween
+earn money for decoration house
+easy to get all achievements
+nice wallpapers
+reach from 1 level to 100
+choose relaxed or timed
+nice art
+powerups
I enjoyed this game well.
. This game is great. Definitely deserves a lot more attention then most of the games on the market.
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interesting design and while the puzzles and encounters are not a huge challenge, its a a \u00a35 well spent as I enjoyed the story
even if the pay off is not particularly original.. this game sucks. waste of money. should be returned for waste of tiome.. What a
surprisingly addicting and fun game. The individual games all work really well and make you feel as if you are really playing
them (The claw game is just as frustrating as in real life). Plus, I am the type of person who will sit there and play a game over
and over trying to best my own or my family and friends' high scores. This way, I can do it without having to put in real
quarters.

Very fun and I highly recommend.. If you enjoy classic RTS games like Age of Empires or Empire at War then this is a classic
throwback for you! Honestly it reminds me of Command and Conquer Red Alert 2. Very fun and time killing also historically
accurate. Not to mention its five buckaroos!. owned this game for about 4months now and coudlnt play. now its free the game is
good and actually fun and people are online. Great puzzle strategy with feels of SpaceChem working simulation. Quite more
easyful, but with education of handful natural disasters.
There's green trees can be enemy, and forest fire will be your friend.. I have played this game a little and I must say I enjoy it. It
has a nice feeling and I like the camera transitions. I think it would be more fun with a controller (yes, it does offer gamepad
support) but unfortunatelly I don't own one.

I'm not sure if it's just on my PC but I don't like the fact that the console is always running in the background and if you try to
close it the game crashes.

Overall an enjoyable game for the price paid (got it at a discount).. we really need chinese !
if this game have chinese , a lot of people will buy it!
i'm not good at English but i like the style of this game so if it can have chinese it wil be excellent!
我们需要中文！！！
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